PrintCamp2019 testimonials

Session 1/2 card:
Thank you so much for welcoming us into your home and your shop. Your hospitality and generosity is amazing
and transformative. Can’t express how much we’ve enjoyed your company and learning from both of you. Your
home and relationship is such an inspiration. Wishing you both all the best.
Jo Yetter:
PMOF is beyond welcoming. It fosters experimentation and fuels creative production. PMOF is a generous and
sharing community.
Amanda Heidt:
PrintCamp was amazing! PMOF truly carries out its mission. Nothing beats having the opportunity to camp in a
beautiful tent and walk to a studio that is open to traditional and contemporary printmaking techniques and
experimentation is encouraged! Shelley and Dale have created a cooperative and collaborative space that allows
for artist all over to meet/network to create and new collective. Thank you for a beautiful time! This space is truly
a sanctuary! Thank you for all your time, energy and help.
Angela Victor:
I haven’t camped in over 15 years and the tent set-up was so comfortable and I slept so well, bad back and all. The
shop is wonderfully nice and has a great flow. The laundry/shower system is actually very easy to adapt to! I want
to come back every year. Actually, I never want to leave! It was a beautiful group of people – maybe life-long
friends. The environment was beautiful in and out of the studio. I felt very welcomed.
Kristin Sarette:
PrintCamp was an excellent choice for me for many reasons. Shelley’s workshop is second only to her knowledge
base and kindness. I learned the ins and outs of building a professional home studio and all the considerations this
entails. She performed short demos throughout the week which were chosen based on our inquiries. I would come
next year and the year after. Shelley and her husband Dale are amazing hosts.
Nicole Geary
My time at PMOF was exactly what I needed to invigorate my print practice. Shelley’s supportive environment
gave me the space and time to experiment with different plates and create a new series of concepts that I will take
with me to create my next phase of work.
Claudia Feio
Shelley Thorstensen’s generosity in sharing her knowledge is extraordinary! PrintCamp is a wonderful opportunity
to experience connection and community through the love of printmaking. It’s a deeply enriching and joyful week
learning from Shelley and all the participating artists! Thank you for an amazing experience! The grounds and
garden are lovely! It was a really positive experience to speak to curators – an extra bonus I was not expecting!

